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I generally agree with the decision to eliminate the £~IIQll 

doctrine, It 1.S true that £~IIQll doctrine issues are rarely 

designated for a hearing. Moreover, there appears to be no 

instance where the Commission has denied an application relying 

on the doctrine. In this respect, I agree that the £~IIQll 

doctrine disserves the public interest. In its present 

formulation, the doctrine merely delays service to the public. 

Therefore, I would eliminate the doctrine for this narrow, 

essentially procedural. reason. 

Our decision 1n this proceeding, however, goes further. 

purporting to eliminate the underlying premise of the doctrine. 

I disagree. In some instances. the economic ramifications of 

increased competition may play an important part in our public 

interest analysis. I am not convinced that the Commission can 

blind itself to the possibility of harmful competition and 

remain faithful to Section 309 of the Act. l 

I do not dispute that as a matter of general economic theory 

increased competition is beneficial. Competition generally 

fosters consumer welfare by forcing firms to produce their 

products more efficiently. Fostering consumer welfare. as 
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defined strictly by economists, through increased competition 

does not always correlate with the public interest. 2 

Broadcasting is not like other industries. Because of the 

Commissio~'s licensing and allocation policies, traditional 

economic analysis is not necessarily an adequate measure of 

industrial performance. Indeed, the Supreme Court has held that 

pursuit of competition should not be the controlling element 1n 

broadcast policy.3 The Commission, unlike the Antitrust 

Division of the Department of Justice, should not have as its 

single goal the development of competition. 4 This 1S 

particularly true where the Commission imposes obligations on 

broadcasters that are not natural by-products of the market. 

For example, our lssue responsive programming requirements for 

radi0 5 and television 6 were adopted precisely because the market 

would not necessarily produce sufficient amounts of this type of 

programming. 

Pursuit of a competitive model, 1n and of itself, should not 

be our ultimate policy objective. 7 Our public interest 

obligations under the Communications Act require that the 

Commission consider all factors that may affect broadcast 

service to the public. 8 In certain circumstances the effect of 

increased competition, whether it be positive or negative, 

should be taken into consideration. I believe it is folly to 

preclude consideration of economic impact as one element in our 

public interest analysis. 
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The decision states that the concept of ruinous competition 

is no longer valid as an economic theory.9 According to this 

line of reasoning, additional stations serve to expand 

advertising inventories and do not adversely effect existing 

stations. IO The rapid expansion of new broadcast facilities is 

used as empirical proof of this phenomenon. I disagree. 

The argument that additional stations will not detract from 

existing facilities is denied by the existence of various 

exemptions to the multiple ownership rules. For example, our 

terrestrial satellite policies are predicated on the theory 

that, ~n some instances, the market cannot support a full 

service facility.ll If advertising markets are always able to 

accommodate new services without affecting existing facilities, 

then there would be no need for our satellite policies. Th i s ~ s 

especially true for those cases where a "primarily" satellite 

operation is placed ~n a market with a competing full-service 

station. The Commission receives and acts on numerous 

applications that are premised on the theory that particular 

markets are unable to support additional full serv~ce 

stations. 12 The logic of the Commission's decision in the 

instant case would deny the existence of these situations. 

A related issue is whether it makes an appreciable 

difference for existing broadcasters to compete with new 

technologies, which are Dot subject to the £aII£ll doctrine, as 
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opposed to new broadcast entrants. 13 It is precisely because 

broadcasting faces a new highly-competitive market that the 

Commission should consider carefully the impact of additional 

competition from broadcasters. Unlike other media participants, 

broadcasters are still subject to licensing and public interest 

responsihilities. I believe we have an obligation to ensure 

that a stable economic environment exists for the provision of 

such service. While cable television is rapidly recognizing the 

importance of local advertising, most alternate electronic 

technologies do not compete for local advertising dollars. 

Additional broadcast stations compete directly for this revenue, 

thereby having a greater impact on the viability of an existing 

station. 

The Commission's decision is unlike other deregulatory 

actions taken ~n the past. Where appropriate, the Commission 

has relied on marketplace forces to act as the means of 

achieving our public interest duties. 14 In these cases, the 

Commission retained a continuing obligation to survey the 

marketplace to make sure it was functioning properly. Today's 

decision, however, contemplates removing from our consideration, 

the potential effects of the marketplace on a licensee's 

performance. 

The decision appears to construe broadly the l~~£hin&~ of 

I££_Y~_~li£li_bi~l~n~L~~_gMilQ.IS In that case, the Supreme 
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Court held that "the Commission should be alert to the 

consequences of its policies and should stand ready to alter its 

rule if necessary to serve the public interest more fully."16 

Our QIQ~I,interprets this language as further support for the 

Deed to eliminate regulation given changed circumstances in the 

broadcas~ marketplace. I7 However. taken in context. the Court 

is actually cautioning the Commission to "stand ready to alter 

its rule" if its assumptions about the marketplace prove to be 

incorrect. Subsequent decisions support this view of the ~li£li 

case. I8 Taken together. these cases hold that the Commission 

~ay lawfully rely on marketplace forces to further its public 

interest goals ~n the context of processing specific individual 

applications. These cases do not support the wholesale 

abandonment of economic considerations. To the extent the 

decision 1S a harbinger of the Commission's desire to withdraw 

altogether from economic considerations in broadcast licensing, 

then I must disagree. 

By concluding that economic considerations are no longer 

relevant for regulatory purposes. the decision contradicts the 

very premise for our deregulatory policies. Thus. I essentially 

agree with Tri County's position that the Commission should 

retain a "safety valve" procedure. We should not make the ~ 

£Ii£Ii judgment that additional stations 1n a market will always 

serve the public interest. I believe we should reserve judgment 

on this fundamental issue and address it ~n the context of 

specific factual circumstances. 
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I have similar concerns with tbe elimination of the UHF 

Impact Policy Statement. No one can question tbe tremendous 

growth in tbe UHF service during the last decade. The service 

has become an important participant ~n today's marketplace. 

While it may be no longer necessary to take specific affirmative 

\ 
steps to . stimulate growth in the UHF band, I continue to believe 

that we should consider the unique disadvantages facing UHF 

broadcasters, compared with VHF facilities, when crafting new 

policies or proposing to allocate new broadcast serv~ces. This 

is not a novel approach. When we adopted our new national 

multiple ownership rules, we took into account the limitations 

of UHF stations and treated tbem differently for the purpose of 

calculating their audience reach. 19 The Commission recognizes 

the economic problems confronting UHF stations by employing 

different standards, as compared with VHF stations, for waivers 

of the one-to-a-market rule. 20 In addition, when attempting to 

fashion interim must-carry rules, we waived tbe audience 

requirements for certain stations ~n order to assist new, 

primarily UHF, facilities. 21 Also, it is generally accepted in 

the practical marketplace that the great majority of UHF 

stations are lower valued than comparable VHF facilities ~n the 

same market. One reason for this is that tbe propagation of UHF 

signals is generally weaker tban VHF signals. 22 Moreover, 

unlike tbe £~~~211 doctrine, the UHF impact policy encompasses 

more tban allegations of adverse economic impact in the context 

of a comparative hearing. The policy ~s far more generic and 
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has been a consideration in both allocation and rulemaking 

proceedings. Therefore, I do not believe it is appropriate, at 

this time, to completely abandon consideration of the unique 

economic ~ircumstances facing UHF broadcasters. 

Ultimately, the issue 1S not whether the industry as a whole 

1S currently prosperous, nor is it the fact some broadcast 

stations will inevitably fail in the marketplace. The real 

issue 1n this proceeding is whether the Commission should limit 

the scope of its public interest analysis by excluding 

consideration of economic impact resulting from increased 

competition. Given a rapidly changing broadcast market, I 

believe it makes sense to retain the ability to consider the 

effects of increased competition on service to the public. 

Therefore, for the narrow reasons stated herein, I must concur. 
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